HOW TO READ A DJI TERRA QUALITY REPORT FOR 2D MAPS

True Digital Orthophoto Map

Map Information Overview
1. Input Images: the number of images which have been captured and input into the software for reconstruction.
2. Calibrated Images: the number of images reconstructed
3. Original Image GSD: the distance between adjacent pixel centers in the original image measured on the ground in meters
4. TDOM GSD: the distance between adjacent pixel centers in TDOM measured on the ground in meter s
5. Coverage Area: coverage area in square kilometers
6. Georeferencing RMSE: the root mean square error between solved and original georeferencing coordinates of images in
meters
7. Average Flight Altitude: the aircraft’s flight height relative to the ground of the surveying area in meters

RTK Status:
1. FIX: fix solution, where positioning is within centimeter accuracy
2. FLOAT: float solution, where positioning is within decimeter accuracy
3. SINGLE: single solution, where positioning is within meter accuracy
4. NONE: not using RTK

Processing Time (in minutes)
1. SFM: running time of structure from motion
2. Point Cloud Generate: running time of point cloud generation
3. TDOM Generate: running time of TDOM generation
Digital Surface Model Preview

1. Camera Model: FC6310
2. Initial: internal camera parameters
3. Optimized: optimized internal camera parameters
4. Focal: focal length of camera in pixel
5. Cx, Cy: principal point coordinates of photograph in pixel
6. K1, K2, K3, P1, P2: camera distortion parameters
PC Information: CPU/GPU/RAM

1. Mapping Scenarios: Choose among three mapping scenarios: Urban, Field, and Fruit Tree
2. Quality Level: image resolution for reconstruction
High: original image resolution
Medium: 1/2 of original image resolution
Low: 1/4 of original image resolution

3. Coordinate Correction: coordinates of mapping result have / have not been corrected

Scene Overlap Coverage: the number of images covering different areas of the scene. Different color corresponding with
different number of images.

